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go to the dumpster next to the bus depot, where you found the remains of the first vampire. the
remains are now in a dumpster by the blood bank. go to the blood bank and use a hot keys
command to move the remains to a dumpster. you'll get a message from vandal about the remains.
the bandit is your first mission and it's at a location marked with a green "1". if you go into the house
at the end of the alley, you'll find a locked closet. to open it, use the key found in the journal of the
man found dead in the back of the house. the key is on the altar in the corner of the room. once you
get the key, go back to the alley and enter the second house along. there's a trashed car in the back
that you can use as a cover. take the key from the body of the man found in the alley and go back to
the first house. there's a bandit on the back porch. he'll be able to see you through the window, but
you can't see him. go to the kitchen and open the refrigerator. go into the pantry and grab the bottle
of red wine. take the wine back to the window. the bandit will be able to see you, but you can't see
him. once you drop the bottle through the window, the bandit will run away. find the stairs and go
down. go to the right of the stairs and up the steps to the landing. turn to the right and go to the
door at the end of the hall. go in and up the stairs to the attic. go to the left of the door and find the
key on the table. go back down and unlock the door. go into the bedroom and open the drawer. take
the gun and ammo from the drawer. like other pc games, vampire: the masquerade - bloodlines isn't
published by a big international publisher. this means you're more likely to find it in bargain bins,
and because of this, you should expect to pay a pretty penny for it.
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now head back to the skyline apartments and use the keycard to enter the room where muddy used
to live. go down the stairs to find a mirror nearby which you can use to raise yourself to the fifth level

without needing to use a social feat. go back to the first floor and talk to muddy about the first
murder. when he's finished, head to muddy's room and use a social feat or dominate him to convince

him to go to the bar. return to the bar and enter it to find muddy there. talk to the bum about the
second murder. when he's finished, head back to muddy's apartment and use a social feat or

dominate him to convince him to go to the bar. enter the bar and head to the upper floor. approach
the mutilated corpse and pick up the keycard lying next to it. go back to muddy's apartment and go
through the door to find him dead. return to muddy's room and go through the door to find the bum

there. listen to him to learn a bit more about the murders. when he's finished, head back to the
skyline apartments and enter the room where muddy used to live. after killing phil and lily you can

pick up a note with a t-shirt from the fridge. using the key you can open the safe in the closet. inside
you will find a tome of the coven and another note. the notes are both from e. the second one

reveals that he is at the bone seton hideout and if you find him he will be able to tell you about the
cult of the dregs. the second option for the safe requires you to get phil's coat. head back to his

apartment and put on his coat, then return to his apartment and use the key in the safe. inside you
will find a leatherbound tome of the coven, a note, the fragile book of the coven and a pair of

handcuffs. the note is from e, the rest are all from phil. 5ec8ef588b
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